INTRODUCTION
Protein-protein interactions (PPIs) mediate many critical biological processes in the cell. The complexity of the interactions can be seen through the recent construction of large-scale PPI maps, which reveal the intricate functional interplay between many proteins in pathways and the formation of oligomeric complexes. 1-3 At the same time, genome sequencing projects and the structural genomic initiatives are rapidly accumulating individual protein sequences and structures. 4, 5 With the increasing availability of individual protein data and their interactions, it is becoming more essential to locate protein binding interfaces (PBIs) of many interacting proteins to bridge the gap between the global view of PPI networks and high-resolution scrutiny of amino acids that structurally form protein complexes. PBI prediction is indispensable toward this end, where it can help substantiate PPI data as a critical platform for enhanced molecular recognition research and experimental design.
Various ideas have been explored in predicting PBI in proteins, which utilize structural-and/or sequence-based features. Several structure-based methods use relative area of solvent accessibilities based on the observation that interacting residues are generally more exposed on the protein surface. 6-10 The other structural features used include surface shape, 7,10,11 the crystallographic temperature factors, 6 and the propensity of the secondary structure at PBI. 6 Several studies utilize specific physiochemical properties and energetic features. These features include desolvation energies 12 and complementary residue-residue charges that establish salt bridges across interfaces. 13 These features have been used by machine learning techniques such as neural networks 14,15 and naive Bayesian classifiers 6 for PBI site prediction. The increasing value of sequence and structural features employed by PBI site prediction methods are discussed in recent reviews. 16, 17 ABSTRACT Protein-protein binding events mediate many critical biological functions in the cell. Typically, functionally important sites in proteins can be well identified by considering sequence conservation. However, protein-protein interaction sites exhibit higher sequence variation than other functional regions, such as catalytic sites of enzymes. Consequently, the mutational behavior leading to weak sequence conservation poses significant challenges to the protein-protein interaction site prediction. Here, we present a phylogenetic framework to capture critical sequence variations that favor the selection of residues essential for protein-protein binding. Through the comprehensive analysis of diverse protein families, we show that protein binding interfaces exhibit distinct amino acid substitution as compared with other surface residues. On the basis of this analysis, we have developed a novel method, BindML, which utilizes the substitution models to predict protein-protein binding sites of protein with unknown interacting partners. BindML estimates the likelihood that a phylogenetic tree of a local surface region in a query protein structure follows the substitution patterns of protein binding interface and nonbinding surfaces. BindML is shown to perform well compared to alternative methods for protein binding interface prediction. The methodology developed in this study is very versatile in the sense that it can be generally applied for predicting other types of functional sites, such as DNA, RNA, and membrane binding sites in proteins.
Although, amino acid composition at the PBI is biased compared to non-PBI (NPBI) sites, 7,13,18,19 it was reported that PBI sites are less conserved than protein cores and functional sites in proteins, such as ligand binding sites and catalytic sites. 20,21 Hence, conventional sequence conservation can be used as one of the features of PBI sites, 20-22 but it is not sufficient to be used alone for prediction. 21, 23 Other than sequence conservation, phylogenetic information 24 and correlated mutation 25 has been used for predict PBI but only for specific biological instances.
Here, we have developed a novel PBI site prediction method, named Binding site prediction by Maximum Likelihood (BindML), which utilizes mutational constraints that are found is known as PBI and NPBI sites. The mutation patterns of known PBI and NPBI sites are captured in the form of amino acid substitution models (i.e., amino acid similarity matrices). BindML uses these substitution models with a likelihood-based phylogenetic tree inference method to compute and compare the likelihood that the mutation pattern of a local protein surface patch follows that of PBI and NPBI by constructing trees. There exist methods that employ phylogenetic trees to predict protein functional sites. 24,26-28 A class of such methods use phylogenetic trees to examine residue conservation within and across subfamilies. 26,29-31 Another class of methods identifies regions with a constrained mutation pattern as functional sites using phylogenetic trees. 27,28 In contrast, our method, BindML, specifically determines whether a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) taken from a local surface patches on the structure of the query protein exhibit mutation patterns that follow PBI or NPBI, which is achieved by evaluating the likelihood that phylogenetic trees constructed for the MSA of the local patch follow the sequence evolution of PBI or NPBI substitution models. Remarkably, BindML performs well in comparison to existing methods, which combine various sequence and structural information into machine learning frameworks. The impact of our method is broad, since it can be easily extended for predicting other specific types of functional sites, such as DNA, RNA, or membrane binding sites in proteins if such functional sites have characteristic amino acid mutation patterns that are distinguishable from other sites. The conceptual novelty of this method is that it detects constrained sequence variations rather than conventional conservation in protein family sequences, thus aimed to open a new direction in protein sequence analysis.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Dataset of protein-protein complexes
MSAs of protein complexes were taken from the iPFAM database of PPIs, which provided an initial dataset of 2733 pair-wise PPIs in the PFAM database (rel. 12.0). 32 The interactions in iPFAM are based on structural evidence found from complexes in the protein data bank (PDB). We applied the following eight criteria to filter the iPFAM entries: (1) the unaligned seed sequences for each corresponding PFAM family were used. (2) We selected PFAM families with 20-100 seed sequences yielding 748 PFAM families. (3) PFAM families consisting domain sequences were replaced with their corresponding full-length sequences from UniProt. 33 A representative PDB structure was then selected from each PFAM family given by the association in iPFAM. When a PFAM family has more than one structure representative, we selected one of them arbitrarily. (4) Protein structures that do not have any observable interacting partners in their PDB files were removed. (5) Complexes were eliminated if they are classified as monomers bound by crystal contacts in the PQS definition. 34 (6) Proteins with their PDB entries that have nonstandard amino acids, too small proteins where the entire structure are part of PPI sites, short protein sequences (shorter than 40 amino acids), and obsolete PDB files were filtered out. (7) PDB structures with antibody-antigen and protein-DNA/RNA interactions were removed. (8) In the final dataset, PFAM families with redundant representative structures with !35% sequence identity were filtered out. Given that MSAs in PFAM may not have the PDB structure as a part of the alignment, we employed MUSCLE (ver. 3.6) 35 with default parameters to compute MSAs from PFAM unaligned sequences and one sequence from the selected PDB structure. This procedure forms the final MSA dataset of 505 families. The dataset can be accessed at http://kiharalab.org/bindml/families.tar.gz.
In addition, we have also tested the performance of BindML to proteins in unbound conformations. Hundred and seven proteins with bound and unbound conformations are selected from 112 structures in the protein-protein docking benchmark dataset ver. 4.0, 36 which have MSAs in the PFAM database.
Amino acid substitution models
Amino acid substitution models (matrices) reflect the ratio of pair-wise amino acid substitutions observed in MSAs and the same amino acid pairs appearing by chance. Substitution models for PBI and NPBI were constructed from the MSAs in the filtered iPFAM dataset. Protein surface residues were defined as those, which have larger than 10% of the relative solvent accessible area in comparison with the value in the tripeptide with glycines on both sides. 37 Among the protein surface, residues at PBI were defined as those that are closer than 5 Å to any residues in the protein docking partner, otherwise residues were defined as NPBI. The observed substitutions for PBI and NPBI were counted at gapless positions in the set of pairwise set of alignments following the JTT procedure. 38 The values in the substitution matrices were calculated using the BLOSUM method. 39 The PBI and the NPBI substitution models are given Table I , respectively.
The BindML algorithm
A flow chart of the BindML algorithm is illustrated in Figure 1 . The method takes a PDB structure of a target protein and a MSA of its family including the target sequence. For each surface residue, a patch is defined as neighboring residues that are within the sphere of a certain radius. The b-carbon of a given amino acid (a-carbon is used for glycine) is selected as the representative point when computing the distance between amino acids. For a patch, all corresponding residues in the MSA are concatenated together. As this will be shown later in Results section, the radius of 15 Å was found to perform the best.
We employed our modified version of the PHYML (ver. 2.4.5) program 40 to compute the likelihood that a patch MSA comes from PBI and NPBI by constructing phylogenetic trees with either the PBI or NPBI substitution models. PHYML is a maximum likelihood method that builds a phylogenetic tree for a given MSA and adjusts the topology and branch length simultaneously. The algorithm starts from an initial tree constructed by the BIONJ method, 41 a fast distance-based algorithm, and improves it by branch-length optimization and tree swapping procedures. BIONJ has been shown to outperform other distance-based tree inference methods. 42 To compute the likelihood of a surface patch as PBI/NPBI, we feed PHYML with the MSA of the patch and select the PBI/NPBI substitution model and the amino acid fre- 
quency distribution of PBI/NPBI, which is used as the equilibrium frequencies. Values in the PBI/NPBI substitution model are shifted so that all the values in the matrices are positive, which is required by PHYML. Because of the large number of residue points on the protein surface that are needed to compute the likelihood values, we used the initial tree topology computed by BIONJ rather than the optimized tree with the maximized likelihood. This shortcut speeds up the computation dramatically, by about 15 times, and nevertheless, the prediction accuracy did not deteriorate significantly. PHYML computes the likelihood of having the input patch MSA, following the PBI/NPBI substitution model given the initial tree topology. Finally, the difference of the likelihood under PBI and NPBI substitution models provides a score used to predict PPI sites. For a patch MSA, P i , which has residue i at the center,
where M NPBI and M PBI is the substitution model of NPBI and PBI, respectively, and T i NPBI and T i PBI are tree generated with M NPBI and M PBI , respectively, for the input patch MSA. Note that T NPBI i and T
PBI i
are not necessarily identical. The distance likelihood (dL) score is the difference between the log likelihood of the patch MSA being NPBI and PBI [Eq. (3)]. Once the dL scores for all surface residues are computed, these scores are recast into Z-scores, and a threshold is placed. Lower (negative) Zscores indicate more likelihood of PBI mutation patterns, while higher Z-scores correspond to less likelihood of following the PBI substitution model. Any residues with a dL score that is equal to or smaller than a given Z-score threshold value are predicted to be included in a PPI site. Thus, BindML determines whether the mutation pattern of a given local surface patch is more likely to occur from PBI site or NPBI site. A web server implementation and stand-alone program for BindML is available at http://kiharalab.org/bindml/.
Evaluation of the prediction performance
The prediction performance of PBI residues was evaluated mainly using the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiving operator characteristic (ROC). 43 A ROC curve plots the false positive (FP) rate relative to the true positive rate over various scoring threshold values of a method. The overall AUC of a method was computed as the average of ROCs for every protein family in the dataset. In addition to the AUC, we also provide the Protein-Protein Interaction Site Prediction sensitivity, the specificity, and the positive predictive value (PPV). True positives (TP) are the true binding interfaces residues predicted correctly, true negatives (TN) are nonprotein-protein interactions sites correctly classified, FP are false predictions of protein-protein interaction sites, and false negatives (FN) are proteinprotein binding sites that are not predicted. The sensitivity is the fraction of correctly predicted PBI residues over all the true PBI residues. The specificity is the fraction of TN among all residues predicted to be NPBI. PPV is defined as the TP among those residues predicted to be PBI. The Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) measures the correlation between observed and predicted PBI and NPBI, where a value of 21 represent inverse prediction, 0 mean random prediction, and 1 is a perfect prediction.
False-Positive Rate ¼ 1-Specificity ð6Þ
Matthews Correlation Coefficient
Other methods used for comparison
We compared BindML with two existing methods, ProMate 6 and cons-PPISP. 15 ProMate is based on a naïve Bayesian method that uses a combination of various sequence-based (single amino acid distribution, amino acid pairs distribution, and evolutionary conserved positions) and structural-based properties (nonregular secondary structure length, secondary structure, hydrophobic patch rank, and water molecules). Cons-PPISP uses sequence conservation and relative solvent accessibilities of residues as features in a consensus neural network, which is a combination of multiple differently parameterized neural networks. Web servers of the two methods were used (ProMate: http://bioinfo.weizmann.ac.il/promate/; cons-PPISP: http://pipe.scs.fsu.edu/ppisp.html). We disregarded entries in the iPFAM dataset when either ProMate or cons-PPISP servers did not return prediction results by batch processing. Thus, 449 entries in the iPFAM dataset were used for the performance comparison with BindML.
RESULTS
Comparison of PBI and NPBI substitution models
BindML exploits the differences in the amino acid substitutions at PBI and those at NPBI for protein binding site prediction. First, we compared the amino acid frequency at PBI and NPBI sites. Differences in the amino acids frequencies at PBI and NPBI were counted in MSAs in the iPFAM dataset [ Fig. 2(A,B) ]. Several amino acids showed noticeable differences in frequency at PBI and NPBI. Aromatic residues and hydrophobic residues were more abundant at PBI than NPBI. On the other hand, NPBI sites were richer in charged residues as compared with PBI sites. These results are consistent with previous studies. 6,7,18,23
Next, we compared amino acid substitutions at PBI and NPBI sites (Fig. 3) . We also included the BLO- SUM35 matrix 39 in comparison to clarify the distinction between the newly constructed NPBI and PBI substitution models. Among the series of BLOSUM matrices, we chose BLOSUM35 because it is generated with a 35% sequence identity threshold, which is the same similarity cutoff that we used to compute the PBI and the NPBI models.
Although, the PBI and the NPBI models were more correlated with each other (a correlation coefficient of 0.906) relative to the BLOSUM35 (the correlation coefficient values with the PBI and the NPBI are 0.721 and 0.726, respectively), they were different with statistical significance when subject to a Kolmogorov-Smirnov distribution test (D 5 0.171, P 5 0.004). 44 In Figure 3 , the three substitution models were compared by complete linkage clustering of the log-odd values of the substitution models. To compute the distance of an amino acid pair, the log-odds score of the pair was negated and shifted by a constant value to have all the positive distances. Then, the distance values were normalized to a range between 0 and 1.
All three models showed clear division of aromatic and hydrophobic amino acids from the rest of the residues. Hydrophobic amino acids on protein surfaces appeared to have conservative mutations between each other (i.e., a smaller distance) even at NPBI sites, implying that they could possibly correspond to other types of functionally important regions that may not directly involve PPI. 45 BLOSUM35 classified cysteine with the polar groups, while NPBI and PBI placed cysteine in the hydrophobic cluster of residues. The similarities between the NPBI and PBI models were observed for the sub-classification of polar amino acid substitutions. The clustering of polar residues in the NPBI and PBI models had common arginine $ lysine $ gluatamine and threonine $ alanine $ serine substitution marked in boxes in Figure 3 . When comparing PBI with BLOSUM35, there was only one instance of a common subcluster, aspartic acid $ glutamic acid, which did not appear in the NPBI.
There were several differences between overall NPBI and PBI. The two common subtrees, arginine $ lysine $ gluatamine and threonine $ alanine $ serine, were grouped with different amino acids in the PBI and NPBI. There was also clear distinction in the substitution preference of asparagines and glycine. Taken together, we observed distinct amino acid substitutions found at PBIs, which would be useful in identifying protein binding regions of the protein surface.
Example of protein binding site prediction by BindML
To begin with discussing PBI prediction results, we present an example of protein binding site prediction by BindML for a homo-dimer structure, triosephosphate isomerase (PDB ID: 7TIMA). A MSA for this protein was taken from the PFAM database 46 (PFAM ID: PF00121). In Figure 4 (A), the Z-score of each surface amino acid is indicated as a vertical bar, where smaller Z-scores are more likely to be included in PBI. To illustrate how the predicted residues change with different threshold values, predictions made using four Z-score threshold values, 22.0, 21.5, 21.0, and 20.5 are shown.
As shown in the mapped structures [ Fig. 4(B) ], using the Z-score 22.0 and 21.5 did not yield any over predictions. The specificity was 1.0 for the two cases, and the sensitivity was 0.212 and 0.303 for the Z-score value of 22.0 and 21.5, respectively. Increasing the Z-score threshold to 21.00 resulted in predicting more residues at the true interface (sensitivity: 0.636, specificity: 0.984) with a single FP residue. Further increasing the Z-score threshold to 20.50 provided a good trade-off in the sensitivity (0.849) and the specificity (0.893). Obviously, more residues were predicted as PBI when the Z-score threshold was raised; however, predictions were mostly concentrated on the true PBI sites. The strongest signal (colored in green with the lowest Z-score of 23.151 corresponding to glutamine 64) was located at the most central part of the true PBI. The second strongest signals (including a significant Z-score of 22.455 for asparagine 78) spanned over the residue range from 68 to 87 (with some gaps) colored in red, which corresponds to a protruding binding loop. The third significant region, residue 12-17 (blue) and the fourth, residue 43-46, 48, 49, 51, 52 (orange) with the strongest Z-score of 22.230, corresponded to loop regions, which bind the protruding loop of the symmetrically bound partner (this loop is an equivalent region that was previously shown in red). Finally, the fifth signal included phenylalanine 102 (colored in yellow with the Z-score of 21.751), which is a Figure 3 Cluster dendrograms of amino acid substitutions from the NPBI and PBI models, as well as BLOSUM35. Common subclasses of the hydrophilic substitutions are in shown in boxes.
Protein-Protein Interaction Site Prediction part of a loop that follows a short six-residue helix. Overall, the prediction performance on 7TIM showed an outstanding AUC value of 0.936.
Effect of different alignment and prediction sphere sizes
BindML extracts partial MSAs by employing a sphere that is centered at a particular surface residue (the alignment sphere) and another sphere to map the final PBI prediction to residues within it (the prediction sphere). Figure 5 shows the effect of the changing sphere sizes.
The radius of the alignment sphere was changed from 5 to 30 Å [ Fig. 5(A) ]. Approximately two residues were included when the radius of five is used, while it increased to 25 and 101 residues for the radius of 15 and 30 Å , respectively. The best prediction performance was observed when using a sphere size of 15 Å in terms of all the performance metric we used except for the sensitivity. A sphere of 15 Å radius covered roughly 700 Å 2 of the protein surface area, which corresponded to about onethird of the average PBI surface area in the iPFAM dataset (2200 Å 2 ). Figure 5 (B) shows the performance of BindML with different prediction sphere sizes. With the prediction sphere size of 0 Å , PBI prediction was assigned just to the center residue of the sphere. With larger sphere sizes, all the residues included in the sphere were predicted as a PBI site. The results showed that simply assigning prediction to the center residue (i.e., sphere size of 0 Å ) performed the best in terms of the AUC value (0.623). On the basis of these results, we used the alignment sphere of 15 Å radius and the prediction sphere of 0 Å in the subsequent benchmark studies.
Prediction performance of BindML
We benchmarked BindML by a fivefold cross validation using the iPFAM dataset. The whole dataset of 505 proteins are randomly split into five subsets. The list of proteins in the five subsets is provided in the Supporting Information Table S1 . The training set, which consists of four fifth of the entire dataset, was used to compute the PBI and the NPBI substitution models and also to determine the optimal sequence identity threshold value of sequence pairs for computing the substitution models. Sequences which are closer than the threshold value to any other sequence in the dataset were pruned out. Then, the computed PBI/NPBI substitution models were used in making predictions on the remaining one fifth of the dataset (testing set). This process was repeated five times by changing the testing and training sets.
Both training and testing sets yielded an average AUC value of 0.624, indicating that the PBI and the NPBI models were very well generalized for protein-protein binding site prediction. The AUC values for each of the five training and the corresponding testing sets were given in Table II . The sequence identity threshold values used to compute the substitution models was optimized for each training set. The threshold values for the five training datasets were consistent, where 35% worked best for the three training sets and 30% was optimal for the remaining two sets. Further, to eliminate the influence of similar proteins more thoroughly, we strictly excluded proteins in the control dataset with equal to or higher than 25% in the sequence identity to those found in the training dataset, which still resulted in very consistent AUCs between the control (0.623) and training (0.624) datasets (the two rightmost columns in Table II) . We have also compared the global (built using the entire iPFAM dataset, Table I ) and each substitution model built using each training dataset. We found that they are very consistent, showing an average correlation coefficient of 0.9988 for PBI and 0.9836 for NPBI models.
In Table III , we examined the effect of sequence identity threshold values used to compute the substitution models on the prediction performance of BindML. As the purpose was to investigate the effect of the parameter, the entire iPFAM dataset was used. Raising the threshold value increased the number of sequences included in each family, while lowering the threshold eliminated more sequences. The sensitivity and the specificity was computed using a threshold Z-score which gave the closest point in the ROC curve to the true positive and the FP rate of 1 and 0 (i.e., the corner of the ROC curve). A 35% sequence identity yielded the highest predictive performance with the highest AUC value (0.623), the positive predict value (0.365), and the sensitivity (0.596). Because of its best performance, we have chosen 35% sequence identity in the subsequent analyses.
Distribution of individual performances
On closer inspection of individual predictions by BindML, we analyzed the distribution of AUCs for all proteins in the iPFAM dataset [ Fig. 6(A) ]. The AUC values were taken from the testing dataset in the cross validation (Table II) . Although, we reported an average AUC of 0.624 in the previous section, the performance of individual prediction distributed widely from almost perfect prediction, 0.956, to predictions below 0.5 [ Fig. 6(A) ]. AUC relative to the size of the alignment sphere (A) and the prediction sphere (B). One entry, 1AVZ-C, is discarded from the iPFAM dataset because the use of a sphere of 30 Å radius centered at every surface residue captures the entire protein. The 35% sequence identity was used as the threshold values for computing the PBI/NPBI substitution models. These results show the optimal Z-score threshold value is chosen for each prediction sphere size that gives the closest point to the true positive and the false positive rate of 1 and 0 on the ROC curve, respectively. Therefore, the sensitivity does not simply increase when larger prediction sphere sizes are used. Patches on the surface are generated using a scanning sphere size of 15 Å and a defining instance of a given predicted site as the single central residue in the sphere. Line in bold text highlights parameters used with the best threshold value.
The peak of the AUC distribution was between 0.70 and 0.75 (consisting 68 proteins), and the second most frequent AUC values were in the range of 0.75-0.80 (51 proteins). Predictions above AUC of 0.5 shared 86.9%. In addition, we computed the distribution of MCC values using a Z-score threshold of 20.5, which provided good balance of sensitivity and specificity for many proteins in the iPFAM benchmark dataset [ Fig. 6(B) ]. The average MCC value was 0.156. As shown in Figure 6 (C), AUC and MCC correlate well with a correlation coefficient of 0.918. Thus, MCC of the predictions essentially provides the same picture as the AUC distribution. The distribution revealed that there were cases where BindML predicted poorly. The cause of poor predictions depends on cases: In the case of cellular receptor HVEA/ HVEM interacting with an envelope glycoprotein of herpes simplex virus (1JMAB), the sequence profile at the binding interface was too conserved for BindML to detect PBI specific interaction pattern. Also, it is not easy for BindML to predict PBI sites that are too small or narrow, given that it uses an alignment sphere of 15 Å radius. An example for this case (1S70A) will be discussed in the next section.
We further examined prediction performance by BindML on homo-and hetero-protein complexes, because several studies have shown differences in the sequence and structural composition of homo-and hetero-complexes. 7,11,47-49 Sixty-five percent of our dataset are composed of homo-complexes, whereas the remaining 35% are hetero-complexes. The PBI prediction performance for homo-complexes was higher (AUC: 0.638) than hetero-complexes (AUC: 0.599). Thus, BindML can pick up PBI sites for both using a general PBI/NPBI substitution model, but provides better performance for homo-than hetero-complexes. Figure 7 provides five examples of BindML's predictions. We used a Z-score threshold of 20.5. These five structural complexes from heterogeneous protein families consist of one complex taken from the iPFAM dataset [ Fig. 7(A), 1KT8A] , two targets used in the Critical Assessment of Prediction of Interactions (CAPRI) 50 [ Fig.  7(C,E) , 2B3TB, and 1HWZA], and two other additional structural examples [ Fig. 7(B,D) , 1A4UA, and 1S70A]. The first two shown are successful examples of enzymes [ Fig. 7(A,B) ]. Figure 7(A) is the result for amino acid transferase (1KT8A), which forms a homo-dimer complex. The AUC value of this prediction was high, 0.847, and the sensitivity and the specificity are 0.636 and 0.859, respectively. In Figure 7 (B), binding sites for the homo-dimer alcohol dehydrogenase (1A4UA) is shown. The predicted residues corresponded very well at the ahelical regions of the dimer interface (AUC: 0.800, sensitivity: 0.569, specificity: 0.889). The next example, Figure 7 (C), is peptide chain release factor 1 complexed with methyltransferase hemK (2B3T). The prediction is made for peptide chain release factor 1 (2B3TB). Several FP on the opposite side from the binding interface were observed but the overall performance was decent with an AUC value, sensitivity, specificity value of 0.656, 0.444, and 0.777, respectively. We also show the prediction for serine/threonine phosphatase (1S70A), a CAPRI target (T14) structure, where BindML did not perform well [ Fig. 7(D) ]. BindML prediction was reasonably specific, with the specificity of 0.667; however, a poor sensitivity (0.225) dropped the overall AUC value to 0.476. The main reason for the poor result comes from prediction at the binding region to the N-terminal tail of binding partner, myosin phosphatase, which wraps around the phosphatase structure. The interacting region to the tail forms an elongated shape, which is not advantageous for BindML to scan by using a sphere. The last example is the prediction on a large homo-hexameric complex of Glutamate dehydrogenase (1HWZA) [ Fig. 7(E) ]. The Achain interacts with the B, D, E, F chains forming the binding interface of 64 residues. BindML predicts this large binding interface well with the AUC value of 0.711 and the specificity of 0.789.
Prediction examples
Comparing highly conserved regions to BindML predictions
To illustrate that BindML is not simply identifying conserved regions, we compare BindML prediction with those by considering naive sequence conservation (the percentage of conserved residues at each position in the MSA) and also with prediction by the ConSurf method. 51 ConSurf utilizes a phylogenetic tree to calculate conservation rate along the evolution for a MSA of a protein family. We employed the web server implementation of ConSurf (http://consurf.tau.ac.il/). For ConSurf predictions, we only considered solvent exposed residues. ConSurf was employed here as an example of methods that essentially captures residue conservation. Figure 8 shows predictions by the three methods. The first protein, triosephosphate isomerase homo-dimer (7TIM), binds phosphoglycolohydroxamate (PGH) at its well conserved ligand binding pocket. Thus, strong sequence conservation selected mostly residues in contact with the ligand or residues surrounding the binding site [ Fig. 8(A1) ]. This is also true for the ConSurf prediction [ Fig. 8(A2) ]. Both methods do not identify almost any PBI site residues. In contrast, predictions provided by BindML concentrated on residues at PBI site [ Fig.  8(A3) ]. With the Z-score of 21.0, the prediction was very specific to the PBI site, with a specificity of 0.992 and a sensitivity of 0.516. Raising the Z-score threshold to 20.5 yielded an increased in sensitivity of 0.849 (specificity: 0.885).
The next examples are predictions for amino acid transferase homo-dimer (1KT8), which bind N-[O-phosphono-pyridoxyl]-isoleucine in the ligand binding cavity. Again, naive conservation predictions [ Fig. 8(B1) ] as well as ConSurf [ Fig. 8(B2) ] identified ligand binding residues and not PBI site residues. In comparison, the predicted residues by BindML were located in different places in the structure, where they were mostly covering PBI sites [ Fig. 8(B3) ]. Using the Z-score threshold value of 21.0, the sensitivity and the specificity were 0.40 and 0.941, respectively. Further increasing the Z-score threshold to 20.5 resulted in increased sensitivity (0.636) and specificity (0.859).
The difference in predictions by BindML relative to the other two methods of sequence conservation is further apparent when the AUC value of the ROC curve for ligand binding residues and PBI site residues are compared (Fig. 9) . For both of the cases of triosephosphate isomerase [ Fig. 9(A) ] and amino acid transferase [ Fig.  9(B) ], BindML showed lower AUC value for ligand binding residues compared to naive sequence conservation and ConSurf [ Fig. 9(A1,B1) ]. BindML's AUC value for ligand binding sites for the second case remained high (0.728) [ Fig. 9(B1) ], but this is due to six residues that were located at the PBI site that also interact with the ligand molecule. When the AUC value for PBI sites were computed [ Fig. (9A2,9B2) ], BindML showed significantly higher predictive performance than the other two methods.
The last examples in Figure 9 are predictions for hexameric glutamate dehydrogenase (1HWZ). This six-chain complex has three ligands bound to the active site, NADPH, glutamate, and GTP. Ligand binding residues for all three ligands were evaluated for the chain A. Although, the sensitivity was low, the naive residue conservation and ConSurf identified ligand binding residues very specifically. The specificity by the naive sequence conservation and ConSurf was 0.978 and 0.996 with the threshold value of 70% and 21.0, respectively. On the other hand, prediction by BindML provided more PBI site residues. Again, the predictive difference by BindML is obvious by considering the ROC curves [ Fig. 9(C) ]. The ROC curve of naive sequence conservation [ Fig.  9(C) ] indicates that the PBI site of this protein chain is not conserved at all in comparison to the other surface residues.
In summary, Figures 8 and 9 clearly illustrate that BindML identifies the mutation patterns of PBI sites, which cannot be simply captured by the methods of sequence conservation. Naive sequence conservation (and For the three proteins, residues which are assigned with a significantly high score by the three methods are shown. A1, B1, C1, residues with high conservation; A2, B2, C2, residues with a high score by ConSurf; A3, B3, C3, residues identified by BindML. For sequence conservation, residues which are conserved in more than 90% (70%) of sequences are shown in red (orange) (A1, B1, C1). As for ConSurf, residues detected with a Z-score of 21.3 (21) or lower is shown in purple (violet) (A2, B2, C2). Residues identified with a Z-score of 21 (20.5) or lower by BindML are shown in green (yellow) (A3, B3, C3).
ConSurf) can evidently identify the ligand binding sites well, but not PBI sites.
Comparison with other existing PBI prediction methods and sequence conservation
In this section we compare BindML with two existing PBI prediction methods (cons-PPISP 15 and ProMate 6 ) and naive sequence conservation on the iPFAM dataset (Fig. 10) . The results for BindML were taken from the cross-validation test of the entire iPFAM dataset. For the FP rates between 0.00 and 0.30, cons-PPISP performed slightly higher than BindML with $ 1% difference in the true positive rate. Therefore, the AUC up to 20% FP (AUC20) shows the following order of cons-PPISP, BindML, ProMate, and naive conservation with 0.043, 0.035, 0.027, and 0.026, respectively. However, overall, BindML showed the highest ROC value, 0.625. Cons-PPISP, ProMate, and naive conservation followed in this order with an AUC value of 0.619, 0.578, and 0.533, respectively. The AUC value of BindML is significantly ). 52 This is remarkable because BindML primarily uses sequence mutation patterns, while the cons-PPISP and ProMate methods both combine sequence and structural information using a more elaborate machine learning framework. Naive sequence conservation performed worst in predicting PBI sites confirming that BindML does not simply identify conserved regions in MSAs.
As illustrated in the previous section with Figures 8  and 9 , naive conservation captured more ligand binding residues than BindML. Using 174 proteins that have both ligands and PBI sites in the dataset, AUC computed for residues which bind ligands but not at PBI sites was 0.582 for naive conservation while 0.549 for BindML.
To seek for further improvement of the prediction accuracy, we took an ensemble approach 53-55 (or metaserver approach), which integrates independent prediction by BindML and cons-PPISP. The score of the ensemble approach, named Combined BindML in Figure  10 , is simply the average of the rescaled BindML score and the cons-PPISP score. The new Combined BindML method performed with consistently higher true positive rate at all FP rate values across the entire ROC Curve in comparison to the original BindML and the other methods in the figure. The AUC of the Combined BindML is 0.646, which is higher than that of original BindML (0.625) and cons-PPISP (0.619) with statistical significance (P-value < 0.000001). Moreover, the AUC20 of Combined BindML is 0.047, highest among the methods compared.
Prediction results for unbound structures
Finally, we apply BindML to predict PBI sites of proteins in unbound conformation. Out of 112 structures of bound and unbound form of protein structures in a protein-protein docking benchmark dataset ver. 4.0 compiled by Weng and coworkers, 36 46 pairs were selected, whose sequence are not included in the MSAs in the iPFAM dataset used to determine parameters and to compute PBI and NPBI substitution models. PBI residues were defined on the bound form of proteins. The average root mean square deviation (RMSD) of PBI sites between bound and unbound form of the proteins was 1.43 Å . Figure 11 compares the AUC values of bound and unbound conformation of each protein in the dataset. Overall, the prediction for unbound structures does not deteriorate, rather, showing even slightly better results for the unbound form than bound form in this dataset. The average AUC for bound form structures was 0.587 while that of unbound form was 0.596. Out of the total of 46 cases, 26 unbound predictions (56.5%) are better than bound case predictions. Thus, BindML, is tolerant to usual level of conformation change from unbound to bound forms, partly because it is using a large alignment sphere of the 15 Å radius to extract a MSA of a surface region. As an example, we compared corresponding sur- Figure 10 ROC performances for BindML, cons-PPISP, ProMate, and the naïve conservation on the iPFAM dataset. Combined BindML is an ensemble approach that combines BindML and cons-PPISP. The dashed diagonal line is the expected performance of random predictions (AUC value of 0.5).
Figure 11
Comparison of AUC of PBI prediction for bound and unbound form of proteins. Forty-six structures from the protein-protein docking benchmark dataset 4.0 were used. face patches between bound and unbound conformations of cysteine protease ATG4B complexed with microtubuleassociated proteins (1A/1B) (bound structure: 2Z0E; unbound: 1V49A & 2D1IA). The RMSD of the bound and unbound structures at the interaction interface is 2.15 Å , and the AUC of predicted PBI site was very similar, 0.781 and 0.782 (the average of ligand and receptor proteins) for bound and unbound structures, respectively. For this complex, the bound and unbound structures have 239 corresponding surface patches, each of which contains on average 22.6 residues.
As expected, the conformation change does not have significant impact to the residues included in corresponding patches between bound and unbound conformation: Among the 239 corresponding patches, 86.2% has less than 5 residue difference, and 69.0% has less than 3 residue difference. Results of more detailed analysis for this protein complex and another one were put in the Supporting Information. Of course, it is still possible that proteins that undergo significant conformational changes from unbound to bound forms may pose challenges to BindML. However, note that such drastic conformational change is rather rare according to our current knowledge based on the structure database. The average RMSD of PBI sites between bound and unbound form of structures in another independent dataset of 124 bound and unbound complexes 56 is 1.36 Å , which is consistent with the dataset we used.
DISCUSSION
We have reported a novel computational method, BindML, for predicting PBI sites by capturing their characteristic mutation patterns. BindML extracts the MSA of local surface patch on the query protein structure and computes phylogenetic trees using PBI and NPBI substitution models, whose likelihood scores are then compared. A great advantage of BindML is that the procedure is very general; therefore, it can be readily applied for identifying other types of sites in proteins that have distinctive mutation patterns. For example, interaction sites to other molecules, such as DNA, RNA, or membrane can be predicted by computing site specific substitution models from known structural complexes.
Obviously, BindML is not able to make prediction for proteins that have no sequence homologs, where no MSA can be constructed for input of BindML. Also the quality of the MSA can potentially affect the accuracy of PBI predictions.
Further improvement of prediction accuracy is expected by several future developments. More sensitive PBI/NPBI substitution models could be obtained by employing sophisticated sequence weighting scheme 57,58 and pseudo-counts, 59 rather than the current scheme, which simply uses the BLOSUM method 39 on a sequence set pruned out by the global sequence identity. Instead of the BLOSUM procedure, utilizing thorough techniques for maximizing the likelihood of phylogenetic trees can further optimize the estimation of the amino acid replacement rates. 60-62 Lastly, including additional structural and/or energetic features of PBIs, such as residue accessible surface area, surface shape, the secondary structure, by using machine learning framework is certainly expected to improve the accuracy of detection of PBI sites.
The present method was developed and evaluated based on our current knowledge of protein-protein interaction sites obtained from the databases. However, there may be many interactions of proteins that are not yet known. Therefore, it is possible that the FP evaluated in our predictions may actually capturing unknown interacting surface regions. The limitation of our current knowledge is an inevitable problem for developing and evaluating prediction methods. It will be necessary to reevaluate and retune our method as well other existing methods a few years later when we have more information about protein-protein interaction.
As protein sequence and structure information continue to accumulate at an increasing rate, there is an urgent need for developing methods for annotating functions to new proteins and specifically to their local sites, where these functions are carried out. Most of the popular existing methods are still based on the traditional principle of conservation in sequences and structures. In this work, we showed that mutation patterns forms a rich source of information for identifying functional sites of proteins. In contrast to finding conserved regions, through the development of BindML we propose new direction of sequence analysis, which aims to capture mutational constraints or structure of variation in protein sequences. Thus, the current work is conceptually very different from the conventional methods and has broader applicability, where specific local mutational signatures can be classified for newly sequenced proteins. Introducing new directions for sequence analyses will become more crucial as the amount of sequence information awaiting our interpretation continues to grow rapidly, particularly by recent new generation sequencing techniques. We believe turning our attention for analyzing hidden structures of sequence variation that will open up new directions for biological sequence analysis.
